Case Study: Wood Lake City Basketball Hoops

The People Involved

Project Champions: Wood Lake City MN Community Members
City Clerk: Brenda Drager

Initial Goals:
A plan was created to replace basketball hoops that were in disrepair.

Timeline:

2012:
- A Wood Lake City citizen noticed that the hoops should be replaced.
- The same citizen wrote a grant for basketball hoops

December 2012:
The Southwest Minnesota Initiative awards the grant to Wood Lake City

Summer 2015:
- Wood Lake City installed the basketball hoops

Funding:
The Southwest Minnesota Initiative awarded a $1,000 grant to Wood Lake City. This covered the majority of the costs of installing the new hoops.

Results:
The basketball hoops are planning to be installed for the summer of 2015. Citizens were pleasantly surprised to find that there was funding available for a project of this size.